
 

 
Frontend Developer 
Do you want to work for a European organization that is growing impressively and 
where you can actively contribute to that expansion? Would you like to be a part of 
an innovative company which gives you the freedom to explore new possibilities? If 
so, you may be exactly the person we need!  

We have a suite of communication applications built on cutting-edge technologies. In 
our suite all forms of digital communication come together; VoIP, WebRTC, Mobile.  
Together with the team the goal is to develop the ultimate user experience for the 
users of our videoconferencing platform. 

To strengthen our team in Almere (The Netherlands), we are currently looking for a:  

Front-end Developer 

Purpose 
Building awesome web based Unified Communication applications. Starting (but not 
ending) with expanding features on our video-conferencing application called 
Meetings.  

Mastery 
You are a skilled craftsperson on the following stack 

• Typescript 
• React 
• Jest 
• NX / Lerna 
• DroneCI 

 

Autonomy 
We give you a lot of freedom how to implement, however expect constructive 
feedback! In the end we do this as a team. We are a mixture of senior and medio 
developers and we enjoy sharing knowledge and experience to improve each other’s 
skillset and help each other grow towards greater heights. 

 



 
 

 

Our offer 

• A challenging set of roles within a leading European provider of unified 
communications. 

• Permanent employment contract for anywhere between 4 to 5 workdays per 
week. 

• We believe in an informal, nonsense culture with plenty of room for creativity 
and personal growth. 

• We take a creative approach to relaxation, organizing a wide range of 
surprising and fun activities for our employees to enjoy.  

• We embrace hybrid way of working and offer good work from home facilities. 

We are Enreach 

Enreach is a market-leader, creating innovative communication solutions. We provide 
professional mobile, telephony, video and data services through our own network 
(with the support of interconnected data centers). As a result of our flexible and 
professional approach we have gained a significant market share and we intend to 
keep growing in the coming years. 

You will work in a dynamic organization where every day is a different story. We run 
our organization as a Holacracy where teams are self-organizing and self-steering. In 
2017 we chose to run our organization according to the management model of 
Holacracy. This model is characterized by the fact that we do not work with traditional 
functions. Instead, we’re people who energize roles. Departments no longer exist; we 
work in circles also known as squads. You’re encouraged to make use of your 
potential and energize as many roles as your ambition and skills allow you to. Go to 
www.holacracy.com if you are curious. 

 

ARE YOU INTERESTED? 
 
We happily invite you to apply below. If you have any questions, feel free to contact 
our Corporate Recruiter Marcel Christoffel at marcel.christoffel@enreach.com 


